PASSION. PURPOSE. PRIDE
Make Purposeful Decisions Based on Integrity
24 March 2017
The 3 Ps of 2017

Love for something

Reason for doing something

Satisfaction when one has achieved something
In Term 1...

Achieve **Success**

**Commitment to Excellence**

Do your very best

**Passion**

Love what you do
Value for Term 2

I believe in and do what is right.
I am honest with myself and others in word and deed.
I make morally upright decisions and stand by them.
Video Time!

- As you watch the short video clip, discover Anthony’s purpose.

- Why did he do what he did?
Doing the Right Thing

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM WATCH?GL=SG&HL=EN-GB&V=NZT98HZE0S0
Anthony’s

- Covered up for his mistakes
- Did not want to be punished

Scared

Did not know what to do

Irresponsible
Making Responsible and Purposeful Decisions

Are these good reasons for Anthony to cover up for his mistakes?

Why?

Needs

INTEGRITY

COURAGE
Making Responsible and Purposeful Decisions

- The value of integrity guides us in making the right decisions

- We make purposeful decisions (decisions with the right reasons)

- We achieve a sense of pride because we have done the right thing
Remember...

THE KEY TO INTEGRITY
Have the courage to say no.
Have the courage to face the truth.
Do the right thing because it is right.

W. Clement Stone